MONTHLY LUNCHES

4/9/08
From left to right:
Ravi Dinakar (Predoc/Fu Lab), Laura Castrejon (Grant Coordinator),
Karen Arden (Prof/Ludwig Inst), Mike Burkart (Prof/Chem&Biochem),
Michael Kuchinskas (Postdoc/Taylor Lab), Jessica Ho (Predoc/G.Ghosh Lab)

5/14/08
From left to right:
Irene Pedersen (Postdoc/David Lab), Alex Hoffmann (Prof/Chem&Biochem),
Dan Donoghue (Program Director), Brian Jones (Predoc/Burkart Lab),
Alexandra Newton (Prof/Pharmacology), Brent Hamaoka (Postdoc/P.Ghosh Lab)
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6/11/08
From left to right:
Bill Gerwick (Prof/SIO), Matt Gentry (Postdoc Alumni/Dixon Lab),
Randy Johnson (Prof/Biology), Dan Donoghue (Program Director),
Dominic Yee (Postdoc/Tsien Lab), Erika Mathes (Predoc/G.Ghosh Lab)

7/23/08
From left to right:
Joshua Stender (Postdoc/Glass Lab), Dan Donoghue (Program Director),
Aaron Aslanian (Postdoc Alumni/Hunter Lab), Benjamin O'Connor (Predoc/Wang Lab),
Not Pictured: Geoff Rosenfeld (Prof/Medicine), Debbie Spector (Prof/Cell&Mol Med)
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8/13/08
From left to right:
Kristy Fox (Postdoc/Fu Lab; Kevin Tidgewell (Postdoc/Gerwick Lab;
Dan Donoghue (Program Director); Matt Weitzman (Prof/Salk Institute);
Amy Pasquinelli (Prof/Biological Sciences); Simon Brown (Postdoc/Taylor Lab)

Being served ice cream in style by Vice Chancellors Steve Relyea and Gary Matthews
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11/12/08
From left to right:
Bing Ren (Prof/CMM); Jean Wang (Prof/Medicine); Lisette Acevedo (Postdoc/Cheresh Lab);
Mira Chaurushiya (Predoc/Weitzman Lab); Dan Donoghue (Program Director);
Laura Castrejon (Program Coordinator); John Brognard (Postdoc/Hunter Lab)

4/13/10
From left to right:
Andrea Smallwood (Postdoc/Ren Lab); Dan Donoghue (Program Director); Michael David (Prof/Biology);
Alexandra Newton (Prof/Pharmacology); Ben Spike (Postdoc/Wahl Lab); Brandon Morinaka (Predoc/Molinski Lab)
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8/13/10
From left to right:
Lea Scheppke-Smoot (Predoc/Cheresh Lab); Chris Glass (Prof/CMM); Jack Dixon (Prof/Pharmacol/Chem&Biochem);
Celso Espinoza (Postdoc/Ren Lab); Dan Donoghue (Program Director); Brandon Lamarche (Postdoc/Weitzman Lab);

11/15/10
From left to right:
Gerry Boss (Prof/Medicine); Andrew Markley (Predoc/Dixon Lab); Elaine Kao (Predoc/David Lab);
Jay Kim (Postdoc/Johnson Lab); Dan Donoghue (Program Director); Not pictured: David Cheresh (Prof/Pathology)